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The second-largest Swiss hospital group to implement Better Platform and
OPENeP
Industry News | July 29, 2019, 7:09 p.m.

Swiss Medical Network, the second-largest Swiss hospital group, owned by Aevis Victoria SA, has
decided to build their Hospital Information System on top of Better Platform - a vendor-neutral data
repository for clinical data of patients
Fluance AG from Solthurn, Better's new partner for the Swiss market, supported Swiss Medical Network in
their decision for the new System where the central application from the beginning of 2020 will be
OPENeP, a closed-loop medication management system, integrated into the innovative Dashboard from
Fluance. Open Web Technology, a daughter company of Swisscom, will do the project management.
Dr Pascal Walliser, Director of Innovation in Fluance AG: "We have chosen Marand's Better Platform for
our Hospital System because of its open standard openEHR with proven clinical data models, and OPENeP
as a medication system because of its rich and proven functionality."
Gottfried Scheiwein, Sales Manager DACH in Better: "We are proud that Swiss Medical Network has
chosen the Better Platform and the OPENeP medication management system for their highly specialised
clinics. All the challenges of entering the Swiss market with our solutions will help us to even better
comply with our customers' needs and requirements worldwide."
About Better by Marand
Better by Marand is one of Europe's leading IT providers for healthcare solutions and professional
services, and is collaborating with a variety of clients in order to achieve one goal – to prepare for a better
future. This is a future that moves towards open platforms and away from siloed solutions; a future where
clinical teams can work with any digital solution provider, without being tied to a particular vendor; a
future where, storing data in an open, vendor-neutral format will incite vendors to innovate and create
better solutions.
The core technology solution, the Better Platform, is well-aligned with this vision and is based on
openEHR specifications. The OPENeP by Better product (a closed-loop medication management system) is
built on top of the Better Platform and follows the same vision. Better by Marand is currently present on
three continents and in 16 international markets, including the UK, the Netherlands, Germany, Malta,
Russia, Norway, Finland, Italy, Switzerland, and Slovenia.
For additional information, please contact:
Uros Bonsek, Better PR Manager
uros.bonsek@better.care
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